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Far and away, the most frequently searched keyword is chat. This tells us that, unlike the early days of online 
dating, people are uninterested in much of a time investment. Rather than fill out long questionnaires and detailed 

personal profiles, they re looking to swipe right and strike up Dating Keywords For Success With Google Ads 
Formerly AdWords and SEO in 2021. We have compiled a keyword list geared towards the success of your 

dating services on both Google Ads and SEO. You will most likely find keyword phrases that you might not have 
thought of. That is our goal when we thought about writing this article Help you to think ... 24.01.2013 0183 32 
Girl-next-door, small-town, down-to-earth. Even though millions of dudes across America have sexy pictures of 
Gisele Bundchen on their bedroom ceilings, the truth is that men want to end up with a woman who s more like 

the girl next door. Exotic is great for fantasy, but familiar and warm make for a real relationship. 15.02.2016 0183 
32 3. Allocate your keywords to relevant website pages. Using the right keywords on your dating site pages will 
help you boost your position in search results without extra costs. Where Do I Put the Keywords in My Website 

Put keywords into the Title, Description and H header tags of your site pages, as well as the main copy. 
24.05.2020 0183 32 By far, the absolute most usually searched keyword is chat. This informs us that, unlike the 

first times of internet dating, folks are bored with a lot of a right time investment. As opposed to fill in long 
questionnaires and step-by-step individual pages, they re trying to Search For Profiles Containing Words, Search 

Our Online Dating Site Telegraph Dating to Find What You Are Looking For. Search By Name, Gallery, 
Popular... 16.06.2016 0183 32 The 10 most attractive words to put in your dating profile, for men 1. Physically fit 
96 more interaction than peers who did not use this phrase 2. Perceptive 51 Keyword Search. Dating by location. 
Success Stories. Safety. Community Guidelines. Help amp Info. Contact Us. Matches Find out who you match 

with. Profile Views See who s viewed your profile and whose profiles you ve viewed. Favourites View the 
members you have favourited. Fans View members who have favourited your profile. Mutual Fans Find out if any 
of the members you ve added as a favourite is also a fan of yours. Find. Keyword Search for profiles containing a 

particular word or phrase. Menu. Subscribe Rates Everything you need to know about our subscription prices. 
Subscribe Now Have a look at our prices and ... Safety Hints and tips on safe dating . Community Guidelines ...


